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w

hether you’re building
a home from the blue-

prints of your dreams or remodeling a house
to suit your family’s needs and wants, we
want to help you relax. Your home is your
sanctuary and proper consideration should
be given to making it the oasis you deserve.
Here are some tips and trends for you to
ponder when planning your private retreat
or an upscale entertaining space. We hope
these ideas will help you imagine yourself in
your newly designed space, custom created
to help you relax.
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Spa Soakers

T U R N YO U R B AT H R O O M I N TO A L U X U R Y O A S I S .

More and more, home and boutique
hotel bathrooms are welcoming soaker
tubs, some of which offer jets and other
options. While they appear sleek in
their simplicity, these tubs have a lot to
offer by way enhancing the restorative
nature of relaxing in the warm embrace
of a well-appointed bath.
To start, buyers can choose between
claw-footed styles, offering a retro
elegance, or more modern-in-feel versions, which rest directly on the floor.
Roman tubs, typically fitted onto a
deck, offer yet another option. Take
note: some tubs even venture out of
the bathroom and into common living
spaces. For example, garden tubs nestle
into sunrooms or areas with a private
garden view.
Single ended designs are most common, featuring one rounded end sloped
for lounging or day dreaming.
Double ended tubs offer two rounded,
sloped ends for dreams pour deux.
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The single slipper version features a
raised end to provide back support and
extra comfort.
The double slipper is raised on both
ends, so (depending on the tub length)
two bathers can relax together.
If a return to the elegance of yesteryear
year tops your wishlist, the clawfoot
tub fits the bill. It can be found with
single-ended, single slipper, doubleended and double-slipper styles.
Pedestal or skirted tubs can read Art
Deco or contemporary and come to
rest on heavy a base (or plinth) and
typically come in single ended, single
slipper, double ended and double
slipper designs.
Homeowners tight on space might consider a Japanese tub, which is smaller
in length but deeper than other soaker
tubs, allowing bathers to submerge up
to their shoulders.

Be sure to research materials because
their properties aren’t just about aesthetics. Consider: acrylic (very popular,
light weight), cast iron (durable, retains
heat), solid surface (typically resin,
hard surface), stainless steel (modern,
contemporary), copper (holds heat,
resists mold, bacteria) and stone
(the statement maker!).
The awareness of the health and wellness benefits of water is centuries old,
as is the use of chromotherapy, which is,
in basic terms, the use of color to lead
the body to health and harmony. Some
soaker tubs have dipped their toes into
color therapy, using colored lights—
alone or with whirlpool functions—to
invite even more wellness benefits.
Interior designers are well versed on the
practical and visual benefits of soaker
tubs and can provide experienced input
on your purchase. However, the final
say on the matter might be your home’s
water heater. Does it have the capacity
to supply enough hot water to fill your
tub? It’s an important question to ask.
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HOLISTIC TRANSFORMATIVE
REMODELING

O

ur focus is to minimize the stress and maximize the
excitement of your major transformation through our
unique, holistic approach to artful home renovation.
We balance four key concentrations: feasibility, function, design and investment. Your individual design is truly bespoke
as each of our projects are tailored to our clients’ needs,
wants and wishes–all balanced against feasibility and function. Our entire team is with you every step of the way and
strives to deliver the absolute best experience.
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tr ansform ations
GONYEA TRANSFORMATIONS

1000 Boone Ave. N., Suite 400
Golden Valley, MN 55427
gonyeatransformations.com
Gonyea Transformations
@gonyeatransformations
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THE LATEST FLOORING
COLLECTIONS FOR YOUR
REMODEL PROJECT

A

t Innovative Flooring Design, we attend the annual
“Surfaces” flooring show every January where we visit
over 700 flooring exhibitors in search of the most
unique and up-to-date collections of carpets, hardwoods and
water-proof vinyl plank flooring available for our clientele.
Stop by our showroom and let Bill and Dawn’s 78 years of
combined flooring experience, provide you with a completed
project that you will be proud of.
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INNOVATIVE FLOORING DESIGN

840 Lake St. E.
Wayzata, MN 55391
innovativeflooringdesign.com
952.476.0106
InnovativeFlooringDesign
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TECHNOLOGY FOR
AN UPGRADED
LIFESTYLE

D

on’t just keep up with the Joneses. Be the Joneses.
From TVs and surround sound to security systems and
automatic blinds, our technology craftsmen will design
home technology to be in tune with your lifestyle and budget.
Whether you’re building your dream home or upgrading
your current home, give us a call and we will work with you
to identify your needs and wants. Then we’ll design home
technology that’s just right for you.
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ADVANCED HOME

1230 Eagan Industrial Rd., Suite 175,
Eagan, MN, 55121
advancedhome.biz
651.731.3900
AdvancedhomeMN
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Coral Comes Alive

D A B O R D O L L O P YO U R H O M E I N C O L O R .

When it’s time to color in the beautiful pages of your home,
inspiration for color choices are everywhere. Each year, the
Pantone Color Institute™ forecasts global color trends, which
can influence the worlds of fashion, home furnishings, product packaging and more. So, goodbye ultra violet—(you’re so
2018). For 2019, Pantone crowned living coral as the couleur
de l’année, calling it, “an animating and life-affirming shade
of orange with a golden undertone.” Leatrice Eiseman, the
institute’s executive director, says, “With consumers craving
human interaction and social connection, the humanizing
and heartening qualities displayed by the convivial Pantone
living coral hit a responsive chord.”
Not sure how to weave living coral into your home’s
patette? Pantone suggests five stories to consider using
alongside living coral. Focal Point welcomes storm gray,
forest biome, martini olive, golden lime, mauvewood, twill
and beluga. Shimmering Sunset warms with conch shell, hot
pink, aurora pink, magenta haze, radiant yellow, amberglow
and papaya. Sympatico glows with burnt henna, rose dawn,
coral sands, sun kissed coral, candlelight peach, sand and
mellow buff. Trippy isn’t shy with Sulphur spring, chive blossom, vivacious, barrier reef, deep lake, Ibiza blue and pink
lemonade. Under the Sea is awash with blue depths, Turkish
sea, Viridian green, turtle green, sea pink, vibrant yellow and
limpet shell.
For some, incorporating living coral into their home might
mean jumping feet first into a gallon of paint. While some
spaces could call for a bright punch of color, there are other,
more subtle ways, to keep up with annual color trends. Think
decorative décor elements; throw pillows; blankets; small
painted furniture pieces; table linens; and more.
Trying out a trendy color can be low committment with
high impact. Consider updating a bathroom with this sunny,
earthy accent. Some versions are muted enough to retain
that relaxation vibe or energetic enough to put a pep in your
morning step. Think paint, floral patterned wallpaper, towels,
even a botanical or geometric patterned shower curtain.
Area or throw rugs that combine a burst of beachy coral
can anchor a space and help coordinate other elements in
the room. Or consider a bold move with accent tiles that
are reminicient of that tropical vacation you never want
to forget.
Don’t forget to use your local garden center or even your
own yard for inspiration. Bring living coral indoors with
properly-hued varieties of begonias, coral charm peonies,
dahlias, Gerbera daisies, geraniums or hibiscus, for starters.
Bottom line, when it comes to inviting the color of the year
into your home, be sure it will marry well with your overall
décor choices. And if it doesn’t, there’s always next year!
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Vujovich Design Build stays on trend with this coral entry.
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DESIGN BUILD
HELPS YOU ENJOY
YOUR HOME MORE
IT’S TIME TO ENJOY YOUR HOME!
Our AMEK team loves collaborating to design and build thoughtful
spaces that reflect how you live plus
entertain your family and friends.
We are a family-owned, award-winning company. While we remodel
and build homes throughout the
Twin Cities, we mainly serve our
neighbors like you in the south and
west metro areas. If you’re ready to
tackle that outdated kitchen, tired
exterior or want the new home of
your dreams, we’re ready to listen.

AMEK INC.

9340 James Ave. S.
Bloomington, MN 55431
AMEKinc.com
952.888.1200
AMEKinc

COMBINING ART +
SCIENCE FOR
45 YEARS
YARDSCAPES has 45 years of
design and installation experience
along with countless years of field
experience working with specialty
installations. Our focus is on the
design and installation of custom
residential outdoor spaces and
environments. Each project can be
constructed with a combination of
natural stone and other hardscapes
elements, a variety of plant materials, water features, patios, retaining
walls, lighting, custom pools, outdoor kitchens, fireplaces and fire
pits. With the proper combination
of natural elements, we can create
a personal, natural environment
that you’ll love.
YARDSCAPES, INC.

8609 Harriet Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55420
yardscapes.com
@yardscapes
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FINE CRAFTSMEN
YOUR ALLSTAR TEAM

A

llstar Construction is proud to be a Minnesota roofing
company specializing in roofing, siding, gutters, storm
damage and insurance restoration.
For 40 years we’ve been a statewide leader with the finest
craftsmen in the industry—the “go-to” contractor for the most
difficult and detailed projects with the experience and expertise to work on any type of building. We strive for the highest
quality results on every project. Our team of Allstars are ready
to go to work for you!
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ALLSTAR CONSTRUCTION

5145 Industrial St., Suite 103
Maple Plain, MN 55359
allstartoday.com
763.479.8700
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MAKE YOUR
NEIGHBORS
JEALOUS
FOR OVER 15 YEARS our landscape
design and build team at Lynde has
been providing a low-stress experience making outdoor landscapes a
dream come true. Whether you are
interested in paver patios, retaining
walls, outdoor living spaces, outdoor
kitchens or a complete landscape
renovation, our team provides you
with a great experience from start to
finish. Our landscape designer Mike
Aasen understands the investment,
adding value to your home and
your quality of life. So, go ahead …
make the neighbors jealous!

LYNDE GREENHOUSE & NURSERY

9293 Pineview Ln. N.
Maple Grove, MN 55369
lyndegreenhouse.com
763.420.4400
lyndegreenhouse

EXPERTS AT
CREATING
TASTEFULLY
MODERN HOMES
TOO OFTEN, people think a modern
design means big, expansive spaces.
But that doesn’t have to be the
case. Modern architecture can be
intimately-sized and balanced, yet
still provide space for a growing
family. Think of spaces that can be
multi-functional or expanded for
entertaining, like a multi-slide door
that opens to a screened patio
to seamlessly connect to outside
activities. It’s all about family,
making your home functional and
well-balanced with sleek, modern
and high-tech touches. We can help
you achieve a modern design that is
right-sized specifically for you.
NOR-SON CUSTOM BUILDERS

700 East Lake St. #213
Wayzata, MN 55391
nor-sonresidential.com
@norsoncustombuilders
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HELPING YOU FIND
A PLACE TO ANCHOR

T

he Hermann Group is a family-owned real estate team
with over 75 years of combined, award-winning sales
experience.
As lifelong Lake Minnetonka area residents, we know our
communities. We focus on finding, listing, marketing and
selling homes of any size and price point in the Twin Cities
West and Southwest Metro. We believe open, honest and
consistent communication is vital to a good relationship and
we promise to draw upon all of our strengths to serve you
every step of the way!
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THE HERMANN GROUP EDINA REALTY

1000 Superior Blvd. #200
Wayzata, MN 55391
www.TheHermannGroup.com
The Hermann Group Real Estate
@thehermanngroup
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Patio
Performers

OUTDOOR LIVING INVITES
I N S P I R E D S PA C E S .
Warmer temperatures extend an invitation to
create livable spaces beyond the patio doors
and into our gardens and yards, which provide
natural touchstones for homeowners.
Once conceptual parameters have been established for a backyard patio venue, you must
address the question of which materials to use,
keeping optimal entertaining capabilities and
aesthetics in mind. Pavers have long been, and
continue to be, a strong option for patios Some
homeowners have used stamped concrete as a
unique option for terra firma!
Pavers can be installed to create unique patterns and designs, making your project stand
out. Repair of pavers is simpler since you can
excise and replace the damaged paver.
Proper installation is key. If patio pavers are
installed correctly, they should be able to
handle temperature fluctuations (even frost).
If done well, joint sand shouldn’t need to be replaced as often. It could be worth investigating
polymeric sand, which is said to prevent grass/
weeds from growing between the cracks.
Interlocking pavers can be practical. But keep
in mind what other elements will be used in the
area to heighten visual interest.
Architectural slab pavers can provide a more
natural look, but are potentially more sensitive
to freezing and thawing.
Stamped concrete can beautifully replicate the
look of brick, granite, slate, wood and more for
a patio, path or driveway.
While stamped concrete can cost less than
concrete pavers, there are levels of materials
that can affect the final bill. Basic options feature one pattern and a single color; intermediate options can have two-three colors; and the
high end of the scale includes hand-stained
variations and a host of other personalized
options, including saw-cutting (patterns, logos,
etc.) and hand-tooling which gives edges a
more “natural” appearance.
In this neck of the North, issues related to
freezing and thawing impact outdoor elements. Weather can also have an impact on
color fading.
Be sure to ask the experts. After understanding the scope and vision of your design, they
are best suited to help homeowners choose
the optimum products for their home and
landscape design projects.
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BRINGING
LIFESTYLE INTO
LIVING SPACES
OUR PHILOSOPHY at Vujovich
Design Build of Minneapolis is to
build relationships with our clients
and treat them—and their remodeling projects—with integrity and
respect. Recently celebrating our
40th anniversary, our highly skilled
and knowledgeable team performs
premium remodeling projects
throughout the Twin Cities metro
area. Although known for renovating
homes built prior to 1950, we transform
homes from all eras. Let us make your
renovation dreams come true today.
VUJOVICH DESIGN BUILD

275 Market St., Suite 521
Minneapolis, MN 55405
vujovich.com
@vujovich_design_build

OUR CUSTOMERS
SPEAK VOLUMES
“TRADITIONS BY DONNAY IS A
TOP-NOTCH BUILDER that puts
customer service and quality as the
highest priorities. This family-owned
business team has years of experience in the industry and it shows in
the work they produce.”
“We chose to work with the
Donnay family because of their
reputation of quality and customer
service, and they exceeded all our
expectations.”
Traditions By Donnay Homes, the
Twin Cities Premier Family Owned
Custom Home Builder!
TRADITIONS BY DONNAY HOMES

9655 63rd Ave. N.
Maple Grove, MN 55369
traditionsbydonnay.com
612.919.4095
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WORRY-FREE LAWN CARE

Y

es, environmentally friendly lawn care is a thing now!
Ten years ago, we had a vision for an alternative to
chemically-based lawn care. Our approach is simple
– we use 100 percent OMRI-certified organic fertilizer, corn
gluten, liquid iron weed control, custom-blended overseeding and aeration to create beautiful lawns. We partner with
our customers to provide timely communication and tips on
cultural methods to improve the process, such as practical
watering and mowing techniques.
Join us as we shape the future of lawn care. Naturally,
we can help!
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ORGANIC LAWNS BY LUNSETH

9641 James Ave. S.
Bloomington, MN 55431
organiclawnsbylunseth.com
612.913.4899
@lunsethorganiclawns
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SUMMER IS TOO SHORT
TO SPEND IT INDOORS

I

s your traditional screen porch ready for summer? Are
you tired of all the hassle of uncovering furnishings or
taking down inserts? Fresh air and warm breezes will be

welcome guests. Pollen, rain, strong winds and dirt can stay
out. Let Weather Queen® Exterior Screen Porch Shades make
your traditional screen porch into the relaxing outdoor living
room it was meant to be. Our highly qualified installers will
work with you from start to finish.
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WEATHER QUEEN SHADES

weatherqueenshades.com
info@weatherqueenshades.com
715.354.7012
Weather Queen Shades
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FLOORING IS THE
FOUNDATION OF
YOUR LIVING SPACE

O

iled hardwood floors are gaining popularity with Minnesota
homeowners. A beautiful, oiled, white oak floor took center
stage in this 1950’s Wayzata renovation. This white-washed,
“beachy” style provides a gorgeous canvas with a fresh look that is
contemporary yet exudes warmth and charm.
A perfect choice for active homes with kids and pets, oiled
wood floors camouflage everyday wear and tear. Our customers
love the ease of needing only re-apply oil once a year to repair
imperfections.
As designers, we think of flooring as the foundation for your entire
space. We’re excited for the opportunity to renovate your home with
the natural beauty and durability of oiled hardwood floors.
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FLOORS OF DISTINCTION

12642 Bass Lake Rd.
Maple Grove, MN 55369
floorsofdistinction.com
FODandme
@floorsofdistinction
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Woven Wow Factor

D R A P E YO U R D É C O R I N A C L A S S I C , L U X U R I O U S FA B R I C .

Velvet has been around for ages. Think
nobility and royalty. While the use of
this elegant fabric on furniture took a
backseat for a time, it’s popular again
with a swanky, elevated charisma of
design confidence. But use caution so
as not to tip toward tacky and away
from on trend—be mindful of dancing
too close to velour.
Here’s what you need to know. Velvet
can be easily incorporated as an accent.
Think drapery, ottomans, pillows, small
furniture, decorative elements and the
like. While small scale is a safe bet,
there is nothing that governs a room
with bespoke confidence quite like a
velvet-covered sofa or chaise lounge.
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While it’s tempting to go with a larger
statement piece, be sure to consider
how and where it will be used and by
whom. This upscale fabric might not be
suited for a young family’s gathering
space or casual eating areas.
Velvet is generally made from silk,
cotton, and fibers from linen, mohair
and wool can be used, though some
manufacturers use polyester. Its plush
texture almost commands deep, rich
color stories but velvet accepts quieter,
gentler hues, too. Its pile can be cut
into shapes, which lend themselves to
curtains or pillow/cushion covers.

It is possible to love your velvet furniture and use it? Maintaining velvet can
take some extra effort, but it’s worth
it to achieve that level of elegance or
even cheekiness your design palate craves. Besides, if well-made and
maintained, many velvet pieces can and
should be preserved for generations.
Some homeowners appreciate the worn
look of velvet, which speaks in subtle
tones to the piece’s history—or secrets!
If you’re unsure about how to add a
velvet element into your living spaces,
consult a design expert, who can offer
invaluable direction and insight.
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INNOVATIVE DESIGN
WITH A CLASSIC STYLE

O

ff the lake in charming Excelsior, The Sitting Room
offers beautiful residential interior design and unparalleled service. Our experience and vast resources allow

us to pull all the right elements together, earning us an excellent reputation with clients, builders and architects. From our
Boutique on Water Street to our experiential Design Studio our
firm ensures quality and attention to detail that shows in every
project. We want you to fall in love with your new space, feel
proud of your home and enjoy it for the way you live!
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THE SITTING ROOM

380 2nd St.
Excelsior, Minnesota 55331
thesittingroomstudio.com
952.473.4440
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Your local home experts

BLAIR GUYER

SHAY & ERIC LUNSETH

CEO

OWNERS

How do I get the best home
internet connections?

What can I do as a homeowner
to create a healthy lawn?

Home connectivity can be easy.
Just follow our simple home
network checklist:

Simple habits will help achieve a
beautiful lawn without the use of
harmful chemicals. Have your mower
blades sharpened annually and raise
your mowing height to 3”+ to crowd out
weeds. Water deeply and infrequently
as opposed to daily watering. Light,
daily watering can promote weeds and
diseases. A healthy lawn needs 1” of
water per week. Spend money on good
seed and look for the highest purity
and germination rates.

Step One: Upgrade. If your router
is more than three years old, it
probably can’t handle the number
of connected devices in your home.
Step Two: Increase coverage and
speed by adding a wireless access
point.
If speed remains an issue, call our
technology craftsmen for some
cost-effective solutions that will put
your network back in the fast lane.

ADVANCED HOME
1230 Eagan Industrial Rd., Suite 175
Eagan, MN, 55121
advancedhome.biz
AdvancedhomeMN
651.731.3900
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ORGANIC LAWNS BY LUNSETH
9641 James Ave. S,
Bloomington, MN 55431
organiclawnsbylunseth.com
@lunsethorganiclawns
612.913.4899
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THE NEXT CHAPTER
OF EDINA LIVING
NOLAN MAINS is the first of its
kind—a community and a destination—like the boutique hotel
you never want to leave or the
members-only club where everyone
is welcome. Our residences are redefining the next chapter of luxury
living in Edina—the first major development of “downtown” Edina in
over 10 years. The transformation is
dramatically enhancing the district
while staying rooted in the architectural design and spirit that makes
50th & France unique. Lease now
and move in this November!
NOLAN MAINS

3945 Market St.
Edina, MN 55424
612.564.2248
nolanmains.com
@nolanmains

DONT LET
SUMMER
SLIP AWAY
MANDINEC GROUP Landscaping
has been in business since 1994
and is dedicated to providing
high-quality landscaping at a
great price. Give us a call and
let us create a customized
outdoor living space for grilling,
entertaining or just relaxing.

THE MANDINEC GROUP

mandinegroup.com
952.226.1813
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Your local home experts

DAWN BECKER

ED ROSKOWINSKI

JOSEPH ROBBINS

CO-OWNER

GENERAL MANAGER/
OWNER

VICE PRESIDENT
OF DESIGN

Why should I consider
wool fibers when I replace
my old carpet?

How can I most
efficiently stretch my
time and resources when
I remodel my home?

What has been the biggest
change to your industry in
the past decade?

• Wool is a naturally sustainable
fiber that improves the indoor
air quality of your home by
absorbing common contaminants
released by other interior building
materials.
• Wool creates a more balanced
environment by absorbing
moisture during humid conditions
... and releasing it when it gets dry.
• Wool is also a non-allergenic
fiber that is naturally stain and
soil resistant.
• Wool is rapidly renewable and
biodegradable at the end of its life.

Design, build is a method of
project delivery in which one
entity provides both design
and construction services
to the homeowner. During
the design phase, immediate
feedback on construction costs
minimizes redesign time and
expense. Collaborative design
and construction facilitates
the most practical, efficient
and expeditious construction
methods. Design, build projects
typically are delivered 30
percent faster than traditional
design-bid-build projects, and
at about 6 percent less cost.

The internet. It is both resource
and opportunity to overload
clients with “likes”. Some think
this resource lessens need for
Designers. On the contrary - it
makes them a necessity. Building
new or Transforming your current
home is a substantial investment
requiring the best possible result.
Great Design is the thoughtful
manipulation of what is possible.
Clients seeking the best result
should engage with true
professionals as guides through
a world of possibilities.

INNOVATIVE FLOORING DESIGN

VUJOVICH DESIGN BUILD

GONYEA TRANSFORMATIONS

840 Lake St. E
Wayzata, MN 55391
innovativeflooringdesign.com
InnovativeFlooringDesign
952.476.0106

275 Market St., Suite 52
Minneapolis, MN 55405
vujovich.com
vujovich_design_build

1000 Boone Ave. N. Suite 400
Golden Valley, MN 55427
gonyeatransformations.com
Gonyea Transformations
@gonyeatransformations
763.432.4500
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YOUR WINDOW
TO NATURE
INVITE COLORFUL SONGBIRDS
into your yard for hours of
enjoyment, right from your window.
At each of our five locally owned
All Seasons Wild Bird Store
locations, you’ll find high quality
seed and exclusive mixes, plus the
best bird feeding products like bird
feeders, pole systems, birdbaths
and more.
Our experienced staff will help
you to select just the right feeders
and seed for the birds you want
to attract. Plus, everything you
purchase is backed by our worryfree guarantee.

ALL SEASONS WILD BIRD STORE
Minnetonka • 952.935.5892
Wayzata • 952.473.4283
wildbirdstore.com
WildBirdStore

Hopefully these pages have
inspired you to follow your
dreams of creating relaxing
spaces in and around your
home. The ideas and experts
presented in this special
section are meant to help
you envision your refreshed
or remodeled interior or
exterior, whether it’s an
inviting spa-like bathroom,
updated paint and fabric
colors or a whole new patio
and landscape design.

Watch for even more creative ideas
in our fall Home and Garden Guide.
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Resource Guide
ABBOTT PAINT & CARPET
2223 Fourth St., White Bear Lake
1808 Grand Ave., St. Paul
1672 Greeley St. S., Stillwater
abbottpaint.com
abbottpaintandcarpet

FLOORS OF DISTINCTION
12642 Bass Lake Rd.
Maple Grove, MN 55369
floorsofdistinction.com
FODandme
@floorsofdistinction

ADOLFSON INTERIOR DESIGN
adolfsoninteriordesign.com
651.468.6208
AdolfsonK
@adolfson_interior

GALLERY 77
1231 Industrial St., #100
Hudson, WI 54016
gallery77stone.com
715.808.8232
Gallery77stone

ADVANCED HOME
1230 Eagan Industrial Rd., Suite 175
Eagan, MN, 55121
advancedhome.biz
651.731.3900
AdvancedhomeMN
AJ ALBERTS PLUMBING
7975 Afton Rd.
Woodbury, MN 55125
ajalberts.com
AJAlbertsPlumbing
ALL SEASONS WILD BIRD STORE
Minnetonka • 952.935.5892
Wayzata • 952.473.4283
wildbirdstore.com
WildBirdStore
ALLSTAR CONSTRUCTION
5145 Industrial St., Suite 103
Maple Plain, MN 55359
allstartoday.com
763.479.8700
AMEK INC.
9340 James Ave. S.
Bloomington, MN 55431
amekinc.com
952.888.1200
AMEKinc
TRADITIONS BY DONNAY HOMES
9655 63rd Ave. N.
Maple Grove, MN 55369
traditionsbydonnay.com
612.919.4095
THE HERMANN GROUP
EDINA REALTY
1000 Superior Blvd., #200
Wayzata, MN 55391
thehermanngroup.com
The Hermann Group Real Estate
@thehermanngroup
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GONYEA TRANSFORMATIONS
1000 Boone Ave. N., Suite 400
Golden Valley, MN 55427
gonyeatransformations.com
Gonyea Transformations
@gonyeatransformations
INNOVATIVE FLOORING DESIGN
840 Lake St. E.
Wayzata, MN 55391
innovativeflooringdesign.com
952.476.0106
InnovativeFlooringDesign
LANDSCAPES UNLIMITED
321 Broadway Ave., #5
St Paul Park, MN 55071
landscapesunlimited.com
LYNDE GREENHOUSE & NURSERY
9293 Pineview Ln. N.
Maple Grove, MN 55369
lyndegreenhouse.com
763.420.4400
@lyndegreenhouse
THE MANDINEC GROUP
mandinegroup.com
952.226.1813
NOR-SON CUSTOM
BUILDERS
700 East Lake St., #213
Wayzata, MN 55391
nor-sonresidential.com
@norsoncustombuilders
ORGANIC LAWNS BY LUNSETH
9641 James Ave. S.
Bloomington, MN 55431
organiclawnsbylunseth.com
612.913.4899
@lunsethorganiclawns

SARAH’S COTTAGE
CREATIONS
14556 Manning Trail N.
Stillwater, MN 55082
sarahscottagecreations.com
651.261.6409
@sarahbuerkley
NOLAN MAINS
3945 Market St.
Edina, MN 55424
nolanmains.com
612.564.2248
@nolanmains
THE SITTING ROOM
380 2nd St.
Excelsior, Minnesota 55331
thesittingroomstudio.com
952.473.4440
VUJOVICH DESIGN BUILD
275 Market St., Suite 521
Minneapolis, MN 55405
vujovich.com
@vujovich_design_build
WEATHER QUEEN SHADES
weatherqueenshades.com
info@weatherqueenshades.com
715.354.7012
Weather Queen Shades
YARDSCAPES, INC.
8609 Harriet Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55420
yardscapes.com
@yardscapes
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home & garden collection
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